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Introduction



Given, M. Architectural styles and ethnic identity in medieval to modern Cyprus. 
In Clarke, Joanne (Eds) Archaeological perspectives on the transmission and 
transformation of culture in the Eastern Mediterranean., Chap 25, pages pp. 
207-213. Oxbow Books (2005) 

Archaeologists investigating a low hill on the southern edge of Nicosia in a millennium or two’s time are likely to 
discover the remains of a monumental structure with a bizarre mixture of architectural styles and motifs: Byzantine 
domes and column capitals, Gothic mouldings and windows, Venetian lions, Ottoman lattices, Cypriot vernacular 
arches, and British coats of arms, plus further oddities such as stone camels’ heads and gargoyles wearing bowler 
hats. Unless scholarly interests have changed drastically by then (and presumably they will have), the archaeologists 
are likely to ask questions about the ethnic identity of the builders and inhabitants of this structure: Greek? Turkish? 
Frankish? Venetian? British? Cypriot? or some mixture of them all? 

Motivation



Why now?
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Project description and objectives



What is ANNFASS?

1. Monument Dataset

2. ANN for structure and style recognition 

3. Software platform

A framework of neural networks for recognizing the structure and style 
of buildings in 3D form



Objectives
1. Monument Dataset
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Objectives
3.  Software platform for monument analysis

• Organize and search models 
• View structure and style of models



Historical periods/architectural 
style definitions



Historical periods/architectural style definitions

Lusignan Gothic Architecture
Medieval (1191-1571) The Lusignans, the French Catholic dynasty that ruled Cyprus from 1192 to 1489, brought the French church styles of the 13th and 14th centuries.

Ottoman architecture
Ottoman (1571-1878) Ottoman politics left the Orthodox churches for the Greek Cypriots to worship, but the Roman Catholic churches of their predecessors were converted into mosques. This 
created a distinctive "Ottoman Gothic" style that characterized the most important Ottoman mosques in the city.

Venetian architecture
Cypriot Gothic style: "A Greek Cypriot style that mimics Ottoman architecture can still use Francic and Venetian forms and patterns“

Colonial architectural style

Neo-classicism / Greek-revival architectural style
Quadruple columns, which are flat stone imitations of Roman columns, were on either side of the doors. Decorative brackets on the doors and balconies with decorated iron. This style was popular 
during the Victorian period in the United Kingdom and was used in Cyprus by British society in 1878 [Dreghorn, W. (1979). The Antiquities of Turkish Nicosia. London].

City houses
Courtyard house, “serial type” house, “porticos”, Arcade / ”iliakos”, Flat roof / inclined roof, Arched openings

Modernist architecture principles



Building classification (and 
stylistic definition) factors



Building classification (and stylistic definition) factors

Form and shape; in terms of main form, geometric or irregular and dimension.

Building structure; in terms of type of structure (skeletal frame, load bearing), type of column,material and shape of brackets 

and material of balustrade.

Building Material; in terms of usage, colour, function.

Opening; in terms of size, shape, position on the façade of the building.

Door, Entrance, Window; in terms of height, width, position.

Balcony/ Bay window/ Semi open space; in terms of location, function, size.

Ornamentation; in terms of period, style, date.

Proportions and plan space configuration.



Building classification (and stylistic definition) factors
Entrance porch / “porticos”
Arcade / ”iliakos”
Arched openings

Doors
Stone frames (rectangular shape surroundings)
Doorway (Round arched, rectangular)
Fanlight windows (Semi-circular, Rectangular)

Window
Bay Window
Window shutters
Ornamentation (Ashlar, tooled masonry, rusticated and 
polygonal, rock or pitched surface finishes in stone masonry)

Balcony
Brackets (Solid or Full Triangle and Empty triangle, stone, 
iron)
Veranda
Covered Balcony
Balustrade

Stairs

Ornamentation
Corner pediments
Plant figures, symbols and diamond cut stones.
Iron lattice-work (iron guards used in doors, fanlights, 
windows, balconies and elsewhere)

Entrance porch / “porticos”
Arcade / ”iliakos”
Arched openings

Doors
Stone frames (rectangular shape surroundings)
Doorway (Round arched, rectangular)
Fanlight windows (Semi-circular, Rectangular)

Columns
Doric style column
Ionic style column
Tuscan columns
Ionic style Pilasters
Doric style Pilasters

Beams

Blinds
Glass Blinds
Concrete Blinds
Masonry Blinds

Access points
gates 
paths
steps

Walls
Load bearing walls from cut stone, ashlar facing 
and rubble backing, stone + mud brick and timber 
strutted with stone infill

Floors

Roof
Flat roof
Inclined roof
Pitch roof

 Chimney 



Building classification (and stylistic definition) factors

annotation3d modeling

CityHouse in Ayioi Omoloyites



Building classification (and stylistic definition) factors

City Houses



ANNs in monument 
classification



ANN for structure and style recognition 
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Which ANNs?
Octree-based Convolutional Neural Networks(OCNN) and Adaptive 
O-CNN

3D model Octree



Software platform



Organize and search models
1. Browse through monuments

2. Search monuments by time period or style

3. Study a monument 

a. Observe architectural parts

b. Highlight monument’s different styles and influences

4. Add new monuments



Building annotation



Summary



ANNFASS

1. Monument Dataset

2. ANN for structure and style recognition 

3. Software platform

A framework of neural networks for recognizing the structure and style 
of buildings in 3D form



Thank you


